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The History of the University of New Mexico
School of Law Librarians’ Fight for Faculty
Status and Equal Voting Rights*
Ernesto A. Longa**
Based on research of over sixty years of archival records, this article presents a case
study of the University of New Mexico School of Law librarians’ fight for respect,
professional recognition, faculty status, and voting rights in the face of persistent
opposition from law school administrators, faculty, and head librarians.
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Introduction
¶1 Within the academic law library community, librarian status has been a

perennial issue. One author has even described law librarians’ preoccupation with
their status as a “form of paranoia,” which is not to deny that law librarians have
often been treated as second-class members or worse by law school administrators
and faculty.1 In 1938, William Roalfe, Law Librarian at Duke University, decried
the widespread misconception that
almost any person [was] qualified to act as librarian, whether such person be an untrained
but deserving widow of some professor, a broken down lawyer or teacher who has not made
good, a clerk, or perhaps a regular faculty member who is more or less fully occupied with
teaching and other duties.2

* © Ernesto A. Longa, 2018. The author wishes to thank Christopher Geherin and Portia
Vescio for their tremendous research assistance at the Center for Southwest Research.
** Professor of Law Librarianship, University of New Mexico School of Law, Albuquerque, New
Mexico.
1. Christine A. Brock, Law Libraries and Librarians: A Revisionist History; or More Than You
Ever Wanted to Know, 67 Law Libr. J. 325, 347 (1974).
2. William R. Roalfe, The Essentials of an Effective Law School Library Service, 31 Law Libr. J.
333, 350 (1938).
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Ten years later, Edward S. Bade, Professor of Law at the University of Minnesota
Law School, wrote “that anyone who knows the alphabet and can count at least to
three hundred is qualified to be a law librarian,” and added that after the law librarian had completed the tasks of unpacking books and shelving them, he or she
might be asked to “assist the janitor, and walk professor Jones’ dog.”3 This misconception existed despite the fact that at the time Bade wrote these disparaging
remarks, two-thirds of academic law librarians had law degrees, while more than
one-third had library degrees, and many had both.4 In addition to having comparable academic credentials to their peers, nearly half of the academic law librarians
had faculty status and taught legal bibliography, while a quarter of the academic
law librarians also taught substantive law courses.5
¶2 After World War II, the double-degree standard and faculty status both
became the battle cry of academic law librarians.6 Harry Bitner, Law Librarian at
Columbia University, remarked that the more education a librarian has the better;
he added, “librarianship is an educational process, and, like educators, librarians
may never say that they have had enough training or learning. Those who enter the
field should expect to continue their own education for the rest of their lives.”7
Indeed, law librarians urged their colleagues to “not be satisfied with their academic attainments until they have reached the doctoral heights in either law or
library science . . . on the assumption that not until the librarian equals the teaching
faculty in qualifications will he be given commensurate status.”8
¶3 During the 1950s and 1960s, full faculty rank and status for academic law
librarians was vigorously pursued such that by 1974, eighty-six percent of head law
librarians possessed faculty status.9 With faculty status came the opportunity to
teach, conduct research, produce scholarship, and serve on faculty committees, as
well as academic freedom, sabbatical leave, voting rights, and formal recognition as
an equal member of the law faculty.10 What did not come with faculty status was
equal compensation. Academic law librarians continued to earn significantly less
than their nonlibrarian colleagues of equal rank on the faculty even though they
often held twelve-month rather than nine-month contracts.11
¶4 Interestingly, “[head] law librarians led the field for many years in achieving
faculty status, while their general library colleagues [and rank and file law librarians] worked in numerous ranks of stature ranging from faculty ‘equivalency’ to
those resembling clerks’ classifications.”12 However, by the mid-to-late 1960s, there
were hundreds of college and university libraries where the fight for full academic
3. Brock, supra note 1, at 347.
4. Miles O. Price, The Law School Librarian, 1 J. Legal Educ. 268, 270 (1948).
5. Id.
6. Brock, supra note 1, at 348.
7. Harry Bitner, The Educational Background of the University’s Law Librarian, 40 Law Libr. J.
49, 54 (1947).
8. Bernita J. Davies, The Place of the Law Library: Some Theories, Some Facts and Some Reflections, 46 Law Libr. J. 207, 217 (1953).
9. James F. Bailey & Mathew F. Dee, Law School Libraries: Survey Relating to Autonomy and
Faculty Status, 67 Law Libr. J. 3, 19 (1974); Brock, supra note 1, at 348.
10. Brock, supra note 1, at 348.
11. M. Minnette Massey, Law School Administration and the Law Librarian, 10 J. Legal Educ.
215, 219 (1957).
12. Bailey & Dee, supra note 9, at 16.
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recognition and equality with the teaching faculty was being waged.13 Among those
engaged in the fight were librarians at the University of New Mexico (UNM).
¶5 This article is a case study of the University of New Mexico School of Law
(UNMSOL) librarians’ fight against second-class treatment and for dignity, respect,
faculty status, and ultimately, equal voting rights within their school. This case
study begins (¶¶ 6–21) with a profile of Arie Poldervaart, an original member of
UNMSOL faculty and its first law librarian. Later in Poldervaart’s career, he resisted
moves by UNMSOL administration to demote him from a teaching member of the
faculty to a mere “librarian member,”14 and against efforts to move him from a ninemonth to an eleven-month contract with no change in compensation. Paragraphs
22–27 examine UNM general librarians’ push for faculty status during the mid-tolate 1960s and how their success directly benefited UNMSOL rank and file law
librarians. Paragraphs 28–37 look at the rank and file law librarians’ fight for and
success in forming their own autonomous law library faculty despite years of sustained resistance from UNMSOL administration, faculty, and the head law librarian. Paragraphs 38–45 examine the issue of whether UNMSOL librarians would
have voting rights within UNMSOL or just within the law library and at UNM
general faculty meetings. Paragraphs 46–53 examine the history of voting rights at
UNMSOL and discusses how UNMSOL’s long-standing practice of inclusive governance, the changing role of librarians within the school since the formation of the
law library faculty in 1975, and the discovery of governing university policy were
all factors that contributed to the law librarians’ success in winning equal voting
rights within their school.
Faculty Status of the University of New Mexico’s First Law Librarian
¶6 Arie William Poldervaart served as UNMSOL’s first law librarian from 1947
to 1963. Prior to his appointment as one of four original faculty members,15 Poldervaart had served for nearly a decade as the New Mexico Supreme Court’s law
librarian.16 Sam G. Bratton, federal circuit judge, president of UNM Board of
Regents, and “father of the law school,” recommended Poldervaart to UNMSOL
Dean Alfred Gausewitz.17 At the time of his appointment, Poldervaart had also just
begun serving a one-year term as president of the American Association of Law
Libraries (AALL).18
¶7 Born in 1909 in the Netherlands, Poldervaart spent most of his early life in
Iowa, where he earned a B.A. in journalism from Coe College in 1931 and an M.A.,
having majored in journalism and law, and minored in library science, from the

13. Lewis C. Branscomb, Preface, in The Case for Faculty Status for Academic Librarians, at
v (Lewis C. Branscomb ed., 1970).
14. Letter from Robert Emmet Clark, Acting Dean, UNM Law, to Tom L. Popejoy, President,
UNM (Apr. 8, 1959) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records, Faculty Files).
15. Henry P. Weihofen, History of the Law School, 1947–1987, at 2 (1994).
16. Id.
17. Letter from Arie Poldervaart, Law Librarian & Professor of Law, to Harold L. Enarson, Acad.
Vice President, UNM (July 21, 1962) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records,
Faculty Files).
18. UNM Faculty, Memorial Minute (June 6, 1969) (on file with UNM, General Library, Ctr. for
Southwest Research, University of New Mexico: Faculty Senate Records, Box 3).
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University of Iowa (UI) in 1934.19 Poldervaart spoke several languages, including
Dutch, German, Spanish, and French.20 When Poldervaart joined the UNMSOL
faculty he had not yet earned a law degree, although he had completed a major part
of the work toward an LL.B. during his time at UI and had been a member of the
New Mexico State Bar since 1939.21 Poldervaart finally earned a J.D. with “high
distinction” in 1953 after attending summer semesters at UI College of Law
between 1949 and 1953.22 Dean Mason Ladd of the UI College of Law stated that
Poldervaart’s “thoroughness, his capacity for research and his brilliance as a law
student is exceptional . . . . [W]e regard him as a real credit to any law school and
in the field of library work consider him one of the best men in the country.”23
¶8 As a law school instructor, Poldervaart taught legal bibliography and research,
legislation I and II, brief and argument, office practice, wills and probate, and international law.24 As a scholar, he authored entries on New Mexico for Collier’s Encyclopedia and Yearbooks,25 New Mexico practice manuals,26 journal articles,27 and a
book on the history of the New Mexico Supreme Court during New Mexico’s territorial period (1846–1912).28 Poldervaart earned tenure as an associate professor in
1953,29 just prior to the completion of his J.D., and was promoted to full professor
in 1956.30 In recommending Poldervaart’s promotion to full professor, Gausewitz
19. UNM Biographical Record (Nov. 28, 1951) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law
School Records, Faculty Files).
20. Id.
21. Id.; Recommendation from Alfred Gausewitz, Dean, UNM Sch. of Law, to Tom L. Popejoy,
President, UNM (Oct. 6, 1955) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records, Faculty
Files); Letter from Arie Poldervaart, Law Librarian & Professor of Law, to Tom L. Popejoy, President,
UNM (Aug. 27, 1958) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records, Faculty Files).
22. Letter from Mason Ladd, Dean, Univ. of Iowa Coll. of Law, to France V. Scholes, Acad. Vice
President, UNM (Dec. 1, 1953) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records, Faculty Files).
23. Id.
24. University Biographical Record (Nov. 28, 1951) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives,
Law School Records, Faculty Files); Coll. of Law, Univ. of N.M. Bulletin (1947–1963) (on file with
UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records).
25. UNM Biographical Record (Nov. 28, 1951).
26. Arie Poldervaart, Manual for Effective New Mexico Legal Research (1955); Arie W.
Poldervaart, Brief and Argument: New Mexico Appellate Practice (1958); Arie W. Poldervaart, Manual of New Mexico Justice Court Practice (1958); Arie Poldervaart, New Mexico
Probate Manual (1961).
27. Arie Poldervaart, The New Mexico Statutes: Observations in Connection with Their Most
Recent Compilation, 18 N.M. Hist. Rev. 52 (1943); Arie Poldervaart, The New Mexico Law Library—
A History, 38 Law Libr. J. 167 (1945); Arie Poldervaart, Donnelly, “The Government of New Mexico”
(book review), 23 N.M. Hist. Rev. 156 (1948); Arie Poldervaart, The New College of Law Library at
the University of New Mexico, 46 Law Libr. J. 26 (1953); Arie Poldervaart, Legislation by Reference—
A Statutory Jungle, 38 Iowa L. Rev. 705 (1953); Arie Poldervaart, Statute Law in the Field of Legal
Research, 50 Law Libr. J. 504 (1957); Arie Poldervaart, Book Selection for the Law Library on a Limited
Budget; or, Practical Suggestions for Making the Book Budget Stretch in a Law Library, 50 Law Libr. J.
529 (1957).
28. Arie W. Poldervaart, Black-Robed Justice (1948).
29. Letter from Tom L. Popejoy, President, UNM, to Arie Poldervaart, Law Librarian & Assoc.
Professor of Law (July 1, 1953) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records, Faculty
Files).
30. Recommendation from Alfred Gausewitz, Dean, UNM Law, to Tom L. Popejoy, President,
UNM (Oct. 6, 1955) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records, Faculty Files)
(featuring President Popejoy’s signature approving Poldervaart’s promotion, dated Apr. 18, 1956).
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remarked that Poldervaart had worked “diligently, intelligently, and with effect” as a
librarian and teacher, served “willingly and efficiently” on college and university
committees, had valuable connections with New Mexico lawyers and with librarians
throughout the country, had published “soundly and with consistent regularity,” and
had written materials of a “quality that demonstrate mastery in his fields.”31 UNM
Academic Vice President, France V. Scholes, concurred, noting that Poldervaart’s
“publication record [was] excellent” and that “[a]s librarian of the law library, he
ha[d] been very successful in building up its resources.”32
¶9 In February 1958, Poldervaart suffered a stroke that prevented him from
working for four weeks and from finishing his legal bibliography class.33 In addition, over Poldervaart’s “vigorous objections” and the opinion of his doctor that he
was fit to resume his teaching duties, UNMSOL Acting Dean Robert Emmet Clark
and the faculty decided that he should not teach classes during the fall 1958 semester, “despite any affirmations of medical men to the contrary.”34 In a letter to UNM
President Tom Popejoy, Poldervaart complained about being relieved of his teaching duties for the fall. He further alleged that UNMSOL had failed to give him the
usual pay increase that accompanied an advancement in rank when he was promoted to full professor in 1956 and failed to give him a pay increase again in 1957.
When he finally received a pay increase in 1958, Poldervaart wrote that it was only
half that received by his UNMSOL colleagues of equal rank, thereby increasing the
difference of compensation between himself and other UNMSOL professors to
approximately twenty percent.35
¶10 According to Poldervaart, Clark had explained to him that the growing difference in salary between him and other UNMSOL faculty members of equal rank
was because of Clark’s belief that to provide Poldervaart a salary equal to that of
other UNMSOL professors would jeopardize the UNMSOL’s objective to build a
good law school.36 Poldervaart countered,
To build a good law school, we need a good faculty. To attract and to hold a good faculty,
we need a good library in which the faculty can do its research. To build a good library
requires a good librarian. To attract and to hold a good librarian calls for an adequate salary
commensurate with his qualifications and the pay received by his colleagues of equal rank.37
31. Id.
32. Letter from F.V. Scholes, Acad. Vice President, to Tom L. Popejoy, President, UNM (Apr. 18,
1956) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records, Faculty Files).
33. Letter from Arie Poldervaart, Law Librarian & Professor of Law, to Tom L. Popejoy, President,
UNM (July 18, 1958) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records, Faculty Files);
Letter from Vern Countryman, Dean, UNM Law, to Tom L. Popejoy, President, UNM (Mar. 26, 1963)
(on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records, Faculty Files); UNM Law Faculty
Meeting Minutes (Feb. 18, 1958) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records).
34. Letter from Robert Emmet Clark, Acting Dean, UNM Law, to Arie Poldervaart, Law Librarian & Professor of Law, July 18, 1958) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records,
Faculty Files).
35. Letter from Arie Poldervaart, Law Librarian & Professor of Law, to Tom L. Popejoy, President,
UNM (July 18, 1958) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records, Faculty Files).
Poldervaart earned approximately $9000 per year whereas other faculty members of equal rank were
earning approximately $11,000 per year. See Letter from Arie Poldervaart, Law Librarian & Professor
of Law, to Tom L. Popejoy, President, UNM (Mar. 20, 1959) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives,
Law School Records, Faculty Files).
36. Letter from Arie Poldervaart, Law Librarian & Professor of Law, to Tom L. Popejoy, President,
UNM (July 18, 1958) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records, Faculty Files).
37. Id.
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¶11 In response to Poldervaart’s letter, Clark wrote Popejoy and noted, “It seems

to me that Mr. Poldervaart’s letter to you raises one fundamental question: Are law
librarians paid on the same basis as law professors?”38 Clark inquired into the salary
and status of law librarians at other law schools in the region and found that law
librarians were not paid on the same basis as law professors, that Poldervaart was
“among the best paid librarians in the region,” even when compared to other law
librarians with law degrees, and significantly, that most law librarians worked twelvemonth rather than nine-month contracts like Poldervaart.39 Clark concluded, “If he
believes that he should be paid the same salary as a full professor because he has been
given that title, the Administration may have to make some decision on the matter
that will affect others on the University staff, particularly in the general library.”40
¶12 On March 20, 1959, Poldervaart wrote Popejoy concerning Clark’s suggestion that he be moved from a nine-month to an eleven-month contract.41 Poldervaart responded:
I was originally persuaded to leave the Supreme Court library to join the law school faculty
with the understanding that I would be placed on the same nine months basis as the other
faculty members. In fact, it was this consideration which served as the primary inducement
for me to leave the court, though in doing so I was giving up a ten year benefit under the
state retirement program.42

That same day, Clark informed Popejoy that UNMSOL no longer planned to have
Poldervaart “teach regularly on the faculty” and stated that the salary that
Poldervaart believed he deserved on a nine-month contract is what the law school
believed his compensation should be on an eleven-month contract.43
¶13 In April 1959, UNMSOL offered Poldervaart an eleven-month contract at
a reduced monthly salary and informed him that he would no longer be permitted
to teach.44 Clark explained to Popejoy that the decision to move Poldervaart to an
eleven-month contract and to discontinue his teaching responsibilities was “it
seemed to me, a fair way to make the valid distinction between Mr. Poldervaart’s
status and the regular full-time teaching members of the faculty.”45 Poldervaart
informed Popejoy that while he was willing to move to an eleven-month contract,
if properly compensated, he was not interested in giving up teaching.46 Despite
Poldervaart’s extensive teaching experience, Clark and the faculty agreed that he
38. Letter from Robert Emmet Clark, Acting Dean, UNM Law, to Tom L. Popejoy, President,
UNM (Aug. 19, 1958) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records, Faculty Files).
39. Id.
40. Id.
41. Letter from Arie Poldervaart, Law Librarian & Professor of Law, to Tom L. Popejoy, President, UNM; E.K. Castetter, Vice President, UNM; & Robert E. Clark, Acting Dean, UNM Law (Mar.
20, 1959) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records, Faculty Files).
42. Id.
43. Letter from Robert Emmet Clark, Acting Dean, UNM Law, to Tom L. Popejoy, President,
UNM (Mar. 20, 1959) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records, Faculty Files).
44. Letter from Arie Poldervaart, Law Librarian & Professor of Law, to Tom L. Popejoy, President, UNM (Apr. 7, 1959) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records, Faculty
Files).
45. Letter from Robert Emmet Clark, Acting Dean, UNM Law, to Tom L. Popejoy, President,
UNM (Apr. 8, 1959) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records, Faculty Files).
46. Letter from Arie Poldervaart, Law Librarian & Professor of Law, to Tom L. Popejoy, President, UNM (Apr. 7, 1959) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records, Faculty
Files).
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was to be demoted from a teaching member of the faculty to a mere “librarian
member” of the faculty.47 Clark concluded that Poldervaart possessed an “unrealistic view” of his status at UNM and that “his increased duties in further expanding
our excellent library demand all his time.”48
¶14 On April 8, 1959, Poldervaart rejected the terms that UNMSOL had offered
him and made a counteroffer that included an agreement to accept an elevenmonth contract, at greater compensation, provided that he be permitted to teach a
two- or three-hour course per semester.49 UNMSOL did not accept Poldervaart’s
counteroffer, and on April 22, 1959, he signed his first eleven-month contract.50 As
for teaching, Poldervaart never again served as lead instructor of a course at
UNMSOL.51
¶15 On April 4, 1960, UNMSOL Dean Vern Countryman wrote, with the
unanimous support of the law faculty, to express their concern with Poldervaart’s
administration of the law library.52 Poldervaart was accused of improper use of
library funds, inattention or lack of capacity for details of library administration,
inability or unwillingness to supply faculty with information about library acquisitions, and irrationality of communications.53 The letter concluded by expressing
sympathy for Poldervaart’s diminished health since his illness in February 1958, but
that the law faculty had recommended a complete audit of the law library’s financial
books and accounts and threatened that unless Poldervaart was able to remedy his
administrative deficiencies, the law faculty would seek a remedy from UNM
administration.54
¶16 Over the next few days, Poldervaart provided a point by point rebuttal of
Countryman’s accusations concerning his incompetence as an administrator and
concluded,
I feel your remarks regarding incompetence in the administration of the library are unjust
and unwarranted. I have built up a 50,000 volume library in my nearly thirteen years as
librarian, and maintained the standard for ABA accreditation as best I could with our funds.
I have always given the best service possible to the students, faculty and local attorneys.55

¶17 Over two years later, on July 18, 1962, Countryman wrote a scathing letter
to Poldervaart concerning “library reclassification” accusing him of “either gross

47. Letter from Robert Emmet Clark, Acting Dean, UNM Law, to Tom L. Popejoy, President,
UNM (Apr. 8, 1959) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records, Faculty Files).
48. Id.
49. Letter from Arie Poldervaart, Law Librarian & Professor of Law, to Robert Emmet Clark,
Acting Dean, UNM Law (Apr. 8, 1959) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records,
Faculty Files).
50. Letter from Vern Countryman, Dean, UNM Law, to Tom L. Popejoy, President, UNM (Mar.
26, 1963) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records, Faculty Files).
51. See Coll. of Law, Univ. of N.M. Bulletin (1959–1963) (on file with UNMSOL Library
Archives, Law School Records).
52. Letter from Vern Countryman, Dean, UNM Law, to Arie Poldervaart, Law Librarian & Professor of Law (Apr. 4, 1960) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records, Faculty
Files).
53. Id.
54. Id.
55. Letter from Arie Poldervaart, Law Librarian & Professor of Law, to Vern Countryman, Dean,
UNM Law (Apr. 6, 1960) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records, Faculty
Files).
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incompetence or gross insubordination or both.”56 By the end of the letter, Countryman had narrowed Poldervaart’s responsibilities in the law library to cataloging
new acquisitions, circulating new publications to the faculty, and installing pocket
cards in books.57 Poldervaart’s status at UNMSOL had reached its nadir.
¶18 On July 21, 1962, Poldervaart wrote to UNM Academic Vice President
Harold L. Enarson to complain that
[e]ver since Dean Countryman has been with us, it has been apparent to me that unlike
Dean Gausewitz, he is opposed to having the law librarian as a member of the law school
faculty. . . . While I was on my Sabbatical during the first semester of the last school year
various articles in the press, attributed to Dean Countryman, made it appear that I was not
a member of the faculty but only a librarian.58

¶19 On March 26, 1963, Countryman wrote Popejoy to inform him that he
intended to give Poldervaart an ultimatum—either apply for disability retirement
or face removal proceedings for administrative incompetence.59 In this letter,
Countryman revealed how he learned that in 1959 when Poldervaart was moved
from a nine-month to an eleven-month contract, his designation was changed
from “professor of law and law librarian” to simply “law librarian” and how this
change of designation was intended to deprive Poldervaart of his tenured status.60
Countryman doubted that a change in contract designation could have stripped
Poldervaart of his tenure and remarked that
[e]ven if Poldervaart has tenure, however, I do not believe the problem is a serious one. He
has tenure only as a professor, not as a librarian. Hence, the only aspect of competence that
is relevant is his competence as a Professor. Since his voice is gone, apparently permanently,
he obviously cannot teach. This leaves only research and his efforts in that direction since
1958 are preposterous.61

¶20 Contrary to Countryman’s assertion, following Poldervaart’s illness in 1958
and his subsequent demotion from teaching member of the law faculty to mere
librarian member, Poldervaart produced the following scholarly works: New Mexico Appellate Practice, Brief and Argument (1958); Manual of New Mexico Justice
Court Practice (1958, supplemented annually 1959–1963); Compilation of Laws
Governing the University of New Mexico (1960, revised 1961–1962); and the New
Mexico Probate Manual (1961). In addition, while on sabbatical leave during the
fall 1961 semester, Poldervaart visited more than seventy-five libraries in fifteen
countries to research classification schemes for legal materials. After reading Poldervaart’s report on his sabbatical leave, Enarson wrote,
I read your report with great interest. It is clear, concise, and compels interest all the way. It
was a joy to read. I can see that you took a very systematic approach to your work and shall
56. Letter from Vern Countryman, Dean, UNM Law, to Arie Poldervaart, Law Librarian & Professor of Law, (July 18, 1962) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records, Faculty
Files).
57. Id.
58. Letter from Arie Poldervaart, Law Librarian & Professor of Law, to Harold L. Enarson, Acad.
Vice President, UNM (July 21, 1962) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records,
Faculty Files).
59. Letter from Vern Countryman, Dean, UNM Law, to Tom L. Popejoy, President, UNM (Mar.
26, 1963) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records, Faculty Files).
60. Id.
61. Id.
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look forward to seeing your final appraisal, which should be very helpful for law librarians
everywhere.62

Nonetheless, on April 11, 1963, Popejoy gave Countryman permission to deliver his
ultimatum to Poldervaart and to commence dismissal proceedings if Poldervaart
failed to apply for disability retirement.63 On May 2, 1963, Poldervaart applied for
disability retirement.64
¶21 Poldervaart died June 3, 1969. On June 6, 1969, he was memorialized by
UNM general faculty. The memorial minute stated that
Professor Poldervaart made important and lasting contributions to the Bar of New Mexico,
to this University, and to the law school. His work, with very little budgetary support, in
building the law library to a credible position was a truly remarkable accomplishment.
Arie Poldervaart deserves a place of honor among those who have made this University a
stronger, more useful institution, and he deserves a very special place in the history of the
School of Law.65

Two years after Poldervaart was forced to retire, UNM librarians took up the fight
for academic rank and equality with the teaching faculty, which was being waged
on university campuses across the country.66
University of New Mexico Librarians’ Fight for Faculty Status (1965–1969)
¶22 The UNM Library Committee began to discuss the matter of academic rank
for librarians as early as the spring semester, 1965.67 UNMSOL Head Law Librarian
Myron Fink regularly attended these committee meetings.68 The committee’s discussion of faculty status for librarians considered academic rank, tenure rights,
sabbatical leave, and voting rights for professional librarians.69 In May 1966, the
Library Committee agreed to refer its recommendation of academic rank for professional librarians to the UNM Administrative Committee.70 The issue languished
there until May 1968, when University Librarian Davis Otis Kelley asked the Faculty Policy Committee (FPC) to take up the question.71 At the time, UNM had no
62. Letter from Harold L. Enarson, Acad. Vice President, UNM, to Arie Poldervaart, Law Librarian & Professor of Law (Mar. 5, 1962) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records,
Faculty Files).
63. Letter from Tom L. Popejoy, President, UNM, to Vern Countryman, Dean, UNMSOL (Apr.
11, 1963) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records, Faculty Files).
64. Letter from Arie Poldervaart, Law Librarian & Professor of Law, to Kenneth A. Davis, Educ.
Retirement Bd. (May 2, 1963) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records, Faculty
Files).
65. UNM Faculty, Memorial Minute (June 6, 1969) (on file with UNM, General Library, Ctr. for
Southwest Research, Univ. of N.M.: Faculty Senate Records, Box 3).
66. Branscomb, supra note 13, at v (1970).
67. UNM Library Comm., Meeting Minutes (Apr. 6, 1965) ) (on file with UNM, General Library,
Ctr for Southwest Research, Univ. of N.M.: Faculty Senate Records, Box 21).
68. See, e.g., UNM Library Comm., Meeting Minutes (Apr. 6, May 18, May 25, Oct. 14, 1965) (on
file with UNM, General Library, Ctr. for Southwest Research, Univ. of N.M.: Faculty Senate Records,
Box 21).
69. UNM Library Comm., Meeting Minutes (May 18, 1965) (on file with UNM, General Library,
Ctr. for Southwest Research, Univ. of N.M.: Faculty Senate Records, Box 21).
70. Report of the Univ. Library Comm. (May 10, 1966) (on file with UNM, General Library, Ctr.
for Southwest Research, Univ. of N.M.: Faculty Senate Records, Box 21).
71. UNM FPC, Summarized Minutes (May 22, 1968) (on file with UNM, General Library, Ctr.
for Southwest Research, Univ. of N.M.: Faculty Senate Records, Box 6).
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faculty senate, and the FPC was authorized “to make reports and recommendations
direct to the University’s general faculty for action by that body.”72
¶23 On October 2, 1968, the FPC began discussing the question of academic
rank for librarians.73 During the meeting, Fink took the position that academic
rank was not necessary for UNMSOL rank and file law librarians because they did
not teach or conduct research, and consequently did not need academic freedom
or sabbatical leave.74 It is surprising that Fink was unaware of why librarians might
need academic freedom even if they were not engaged in formal classroom teaching, and what might be the potential benefits to UNMSOL in granting faculty status to its rank and file law librarians.75 At the time, there was a near consensus
within the academic library community that the bestowal of faculty status would
motivate librarians toward greater professionalism, compel greater involvement in
scholarship and publication, inspire lifelong commitment to continuing education,
strengthen identification with their institutions, and improve morale via improved
salary and benefits.76 Perhaps Fink was concerned that the bestowal of faculty status to UNMSOL’s rank and file law librarians might somehow diminish his own
status within UNMSOL.
¶24 On January 8, 1969, the FPC agreed to recommend to UNM general faculty
that qualified librarians be given academic rank.77 In support of its recommendation to the general faculty, the FPC emphasized that
to promote and maintain an integrated team effort, librarians need to be involved with the
teaching and research faculty as to be able to keep abreast of developments, anticipate and
plan for the library needs and to be adequately advised of University goals and trends. The
University needs to move towards requiring advanced degrees including doctoral degrees
or comparable scholarly qualifications for the ranking librarians, with recruitment, promotions and compensations according to the same principles used for teaching and research
faculty. A significant number of universities have found that the most effective step in
72. UNM Faculty Constit. art. I, § 6(a)(4) (as amended in 1968) (on file with UNM, General
Library, Ctr. for Southwest Research, Univ. of N.M.: Faculty Senate Records, Box 3).
73. UNM FPC, Summarized Minutes (Oct. 2, 1968) (on file with UNM, General Library, Ctr. for
Southwest Research, Univ. of N.M.: Faculty Senate Records, Box 6).
74. Id.
75. See Lewis C. Branscomb, Tenure for Professional Librarians on Appointment at Colleges and
Universities, in The Case for Faculty Status for Academic Librarians, supra note 13, at 65 (originally published in 26 Coll. & Res. Libr. 297 (1965)) (“Professional librarians are involved in intellectual and other tasks that can be performed only in an atmosphere of freedom. Examples of such tasks
are: (1) the selection of publications, including determination of what to discard from an existing
collection and what to accept or reject from donors; (2) the determination of restrictions of circulation or access with regard to controversial library materials; (3) the determination of the degree of
prominence in the shelving of selected library materials; (4) the determination of exhibit programs
involving controversial subjects; (5) the employment of staff members alleged to have or who express
nonconformist opinions, habits, manners, or appearance; (6) the issuing of bibliographies that
might include controversial publications; (7) the planning or design of well thought out but possibly
unorthodox library facilities; (8) the defense of library policies in the face of unjust accusations;
(9) publishing of articles or books and delivery of speeches in defense of the principles of free speech
and the unhampered pursuit of truth, etc.; (10) the use of defensible, but unorthodox classifications,
subject designations in catalogs, or labels for books; (11) the adoption of promising but untried
methods of operation or management; and (12) the advising of students as to what to read or study.”).
76. Robert H. Muller, Institutional Dynamics of Faculty Status for Librarians, in The Case for
Faculty Status for Academic Librarians, supra note 13, at 38.
77. UNM, FPC, Summarized Minutes (Jan. 8, 1969) (on file with UNM, General Library, Ctr. for
Southwest Research, Univ. of N.M.: Faculty Senate Records, Box 6).
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acquiring and retaining the quality of librarians desired is to make the professional librarians members of the faculty with the same rights and responsibilities, including appointment
and promotion, tenure and sabbatical policies as for the teaching and research faculty.78

¶25 At the March 11, 1969, general faculty meeting, it was moved that the fac-

ulty “approve the basic principle of academic rank of qualified librarians.”79 Of critical importance for UNMSOL librarians was the following statement made by
Marion M. Cottrell of the FPC at the beginning of the faculty meeting:
We have tried to make a policy statement here that would not take away from the autonomy
of the libraries of the two schools, the School of Law and the School of Medicine. Now, I
was informed, informally, a week or two ago that the School of Law took issue with our
statement because of the degree requirements. If you will notice our resolution, it does not
specify degree requirements . . . . This is still left up to the individual college, basically. 80

Cottrell concluded that if UNMSOL had some differences of opinion as to what
degrees a law librarian would need to gain appointment to its faculty, the resolution
allowed for those details to be worked out between its dean and UNM academic
vice president.81
¶26 Toward the end of the faculty meeting UNMSOL Dean Thomas Christopher stated that
[t]he law school does not oppose what you want to do for the University Library in any way.
Our librarian is a member of the law faculty, has been for many years. We may have others.
The important point that I rise to make is that, as I understand it, what you are voting on
today does not apply to the law school only the University Library.82

Unfortunately, neither Cottrell nor any other member of the FPC expressly
corrected Christopher’s misstatement concerning the intended reach of the FPC’s
recommendation, and a few moments later, the general faculty voted in favor of the
resolution.83 As a consequence, convinced the resolution did not apply to UNMSOL,
Christopher took no action to implement the resolution. As later events make clear,
however, under the approved resolution, UNMSOL law librarians had been given
faculty status, and the terms of their employment were now governed by UNM
Faculty Handbook.84 Yet, they remained unaffiliated with any particular academic
unit until the UNMSOL dean could be persuaded that the general faculty’s
resolution applied to them.85

78. FPC, Faculty Status for Professional Librarians (Jan. 1969) (on file with UNM, General
Library, Ctr. for Southwest Research, Univ. of N.M.: Faculty Senate Records, Box 6).
79. UNM Faculty Meeting Transcript 22 (Mar. 11, 1969) (on file with UNM, General Library, Ctr.
for Southwest Research, Univ. of N.M.: Faculty Senate Records, Box 3).
80. Id. at 23.
81. Id.
82. Id. at 29–30.
83. Id. at 22, 31.
84. See Memorandum on the Status of Qualified Professional Librarians in the U.N.M. Sch. of
Law Library, from Nina B. Duncan, Senior Cataloger & Assoc. in Law, to Myron Fink, Dir. of the
UNMSOL Library (Oct. 18, 1971) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records, Law
Library Files); Univ. of N.M. Board of Regents Minutes for Jan. 9, 1971, http://digitalrepository.unm
.edu/bor_minutes/390 (appearing under the heading “Revised Faculty Contracts: (1970-71)” were the
names of all of UNMSOL’s rank and file law librarians).
85. Memorandum on the Status of Qualified Professional Librarians in the U.N.M. Sch. of Law
Library, supra note 84.
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¶27 But to what school or department faculty would UNMSOL librarians seek

appointments? Christopher clearly did not believe that any of UNMSOL librarians
were worthy of appointment to the law faculty, although his assertion that “we may
have others” suggested that he was open to the possibility of appointing a future
rank and file law librarian to UNMSOL law faculty assuming he or she was qualified (i.e., possessed a J.D.). However, the possibility of appointment to the law
faculty for some future imagined law librarian was not an offer that satisfied the
rank and file law librarians. Instead, they sought to acquire academic rank and
preserve their own professional autonomy by advocating, fighting for, and ultimately succeeding in forming their own separate and distinct law library faculty.
University of New Mexico School of Law Librarians’ Fight for Academic
Rank and Autonomy (1971–1975)
¶28 On October 18, 1971, UNMSOL librarians sent Head Law Librarian Myron

Fink and Dean Frederick Hart a memorandum in which they contended that the
March 11, 1969, resolution approving “academic rank for qualified librarians” specifically applied to UNMSOL law librarians.86 In support of their contention, they
pointed out that in August 1970, UNM administration requested that they submit
biographical record forms required of all faculty members, and that their most
recent contracts expressly stated that their appointments were governed by the
Faculty Handbook.87 The librarians concluded their memorandum by stating:
We recognize that academic rank with full faculty status requires the assumption of duties
and responsibilities as well as privileges. As our titles would be Instructor of Librarianship,
Assistant Professor of Librarianship, etc., we would be members of the faculty of the School
of Law Library not the Faculty of the School of Law. If it seems desirable to differentiate us
from the General Libraries Faculty presumably (Law) could be added. We therefore request
administrative implementation of this faculty resolution, not only to place qualified librarians in the School of Law Library on a level with other librarians in the University, but also
to encourage a higher level of professionalism in our important sector of this academic
community.88

¶29 Nearly seven months passed before Hart responded to the law librarians’
memorandum.89 First, Hart proposed giving them the professional title of “Associate in Law,” a title given at the time to nonteaching faculty at UNMSOL, specifically
to attorneys working in the clinic.90 Second, Hart offered to extend sick and annual
leave benefits to the new “Associates in Law,” but noted that they would not be
eligible for tenure rights or sabbatical leave.91 Third, Hart ignored their suggestion
that a law library faculty be formed. Instead, he pledged, as had Dean Christopher,
to leave open the possibility for future law librarians to earn appointments to
UNMSOL law faculty. Hart explained,
86. Id. This memo to Fink included a cover letter and an additional copy to be forwarded to Hart
“with or without recommendations as you see fit. As you are a professional librarian we hope that you
will concur in our point of view.”
87. Id.
88. Id.
89. Letter from Frederick M. Hart, Dean, UNM Law, to Law Library Professional Staff (May 17,
1972) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records, Law Library Files).
90. Id.
91. Id.
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I did not want to rule out the possibility of “promoting” professional librarians to the rank of
Instructor, Assistant Professor, Associate Professor, or Professor. Normally, we will use these
titles only when one or more of our librarians also has a law degree but in an appropriate
case the director of the library could well recommend that a person without such a degree
might be given one of these ranks in an appropriate situation.92

In conclusion, Hart remarked, “I recognize that this response to your memorandum
does not grant your request in full and that to some extent there are disadvantages
to being employed by our library rather than the general University library. I trust
that there are also advantages of being here rather than there.”93
¶30 Dissatisfied with Hart’s response, UNMSOL librarians sent a letter to UNM
vice president for academic affairs, Chester C. Travelstead, requesting a ruling on
“whether the action of the General Faculty in giving faculty status and rank to
librarians of the General Library specifically excluded those librarians employed
by UNMSOL Law Library.”94 According to UNMSOL librarian Sandra Coleman,
Travelstead affirmed the law librarians’ position concerning the scope of the general faculty’s resolution and asked Hart “to resolve the issue of two different types
of status for professional librarians on campus.”95 By December 1972, Hart and Fink
had adopted the rank and file law librarians’ recommendation to appoint UNMSOL
law librarians to a separate law library faculty while they continued to hold out the
possibility of appointing assistant and associate law librarians with J.D.s to the law
faculty.96 Throughout 1973–1974, the law librarians actively participated in the
process of drafting, debating, and revising guidelines that were, at that point,
primarily concerned with which librarians would have faculty status, what titles
and ranks they would be given, which faculty they would be appointed to, and
whether the law library should be designated as a separate school or department
within UNMSOL.97
¶31 By February 1975, the proposed guidelines included criteria for evaluating
law librarians for appointment, promotion, and tenure to the law library faculty.98
For example, under these proposed guidelines, the minimum degree requirements
92. Id.
93. Id.
94. Letter from Helen S. Carter, Research Librarian; Sandra S. Coleman, Technical Services
Librarian; Karen L. Morgan, Cataloger; Joseph Sabatini, Assistant Librarian, to Chester C. Travelstead,
Vice President for Acad. Affairs, UNM (June 12, 1972) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law
School Records, Law Library Files).
95. Letter from Sandra S. Coleman, UNM Law Librarian, to Ellen M. Gibson, Reference Librarian, State Univ. of N.Y. (Apr. 15, 1976) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records,
Law Library Files). Two different statuses existed because by the fall of 1970, UNM’s general libraries
had formed a library faculty and assigned academic ranks to its qualified librarians. See Memorandum
on the Status of Qualified Professional Librarians in the U.N.M. Sch. of Law Library, supra note 84.
96. Letter from Myron Fink, Law Librarian & Professor of Law, to Sandra Coleman, Public Services Librarian & Assoc. in Law (Sept. 14, 1973) (including Coleman’s response and the December
1972 draft policy as an attachment) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records,
Law Library Files).
97. Letter from Sandra S. Coleman, supra note 95; Draft Policy Regarding Faculty Status of Law
Librarians (Sept. 20, 1974) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records, Law Library
Files); Letter from Frederick M. Hart, Dean & Professor of Law, to Chester C. Travelstead, Vice President for Acad. Affairs (Apr. 29, 1975) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records,
Dean’s Correspondence).
98. UNM Law Library Faculty, Proposed Guidelines (Feb. 1, 1975) (on file with UNMSOL
Library Archives, Law School Records, Law Library Files).
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to gain appointment to the law library faculty were either an M.L.S. or a J.D., while
appointment to the rank of associate professor required an M.L.S. and either an
additional subject master’s degree (such as a degree in economics, political science,
history, or sociology) or a J.D.99 Also, appointment at the higher ranks required
considerable professional experience; for example, to hold the title of Professor of
Law Librarianship, a librarian would need to have had ten years of professional law
library experience after acquiring his or her second degree.100
¶32 The criteria considered for promotion was professional competence as
measured by the chief librarian, peers, and library staff; service to professional
associations; creative scholarship; and personal characteristics.101 The criteria considered for tenure were job performance, professional growth, service, and personal characteristics.102 Professional growth could be shown by contributions to
the profession, academic work in law-related areas of study, commitment to the
development of UNMSOL, and evidence of creative scholarship contributing to
law librarianship.103 In addition, the February 1975 version of the proposed guidelines abandoned the section detailing which professional librarians might be eligible for appointment to UNMSOL law faculty.104
¶33 Finally, all references to a law library department that first appeared in the
September 20, 1974, draft guidelines had been deleted.105 Instead, the new draft
guidelines proposed establishing a law library division.106 UNMSOL contemporaneous records are silent as to why UNMSOL elected to move from qualifying the
law library as a department to a division.107 Both were academic units that required
the general faculty’s approval to establish.108 As will be seen later, however, the
likely reason for the change had to do with the UNMSOL administration’s desire to
ensure that the law librarians would have no voting rights within UNMSOL outside
the law library. As a departmental faculty within UNMSOL, the law librarians
would be eligible to vote at school-wide faculty meetings, whereas a division’s faculty would not because, at the time, divisions were considered academic units separate from any school or college.109
¶34 On April 7, 1975, Law Library Faculty Guidelines were submitted to the law
faculty for approval.110 UNMSOL law faculty approved the Guidelines, but also
voted unanimously in favor of the following motion:
99. Id.
100. Id.
101. Id.
102. Id.
103. Id.
104. Id.
105. Id.; Draft Policy Regarding Faculty Status of Law Librarians, supra note 97.
106. UNM Law Library Faculty, supra note 98.
107. See Letter from Frederick M. Hart, Dean & Professor of Law, to Chester C. Travelstead,
Vice President for Acad. Affairs (Apr. 29, 1975) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School
Records, Dean’s Correspondence).
108. UNM Faculty Constit. art. I, §2(2) (as amended 1970) (on file with UNM, General
Library, Ctr. for Southwest Research, Univ. of N.M.: Faculty Senate Records, Box 3).
109. Letter from James Thorson, Chairman, Faculty Pol’y Comm., to Academic Deans,
Dirs. of Divs., ROTC Commanding Officers, Mr. Travelstead, Mr. Durrie (Oct. 27, 1975) (on file with
UNM, General Library, Ctr. for Southwest Research, Univ. of N.M.: Faculty Senate Records, Box 7).
110. UNM Law Faculty Meeting Minutes (Apr. 7, 1975) (on file with UNMSOL Library
Archives, Law School Records).
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The law school faculty formally requests that Ferrel Heady, President of the University,
appoint a University-wide committee to review the advisability of professorial ranking of
all professionals, including all librarians, within the University. The law school faculty has
voted to grant professorial ranking to the law school librarians. However, that was done
only because of the fairness involved in giving law librarians equal rank with other librarians on the campus. To prejudice the law librarians is not acceptable. The law school faculty
questions the organizational wisdom of giving professorial rank to librarians or any other
professionals who are employed on a full-time basis at the University.111

¶35 On May 6, 1975, Heady acknowledged receipt of UNMSOL law faculty’s
resolution and reminded Hart, “As you probably know the granting of faculty status
for librarians was action taken by the University Faculty. If this matter is to be
reconsidered, I think it should be initially by the Faculty Policy Committee, rather
than by appointment of a committee by the President.”112 Although the Faculty
Policy Committee (FPC) did not revisit the “wisdom of giving professorial rank to
librarians,” the committee did address one of Hart’s principal concerns, namely, the
question of voting rights of UNMSOL librarians within UNMSOL, which shall be
examined in detail in the next section.
¶36 On April 29, 1975, Hart forwarded the Law Library Faculty Guidelines to
Travelstead. In an attached memorandum, Hart remarked,
The Guidelines would establish a “Law Library Division.” This would not be a department
nor would it be a separate school. Both of those possibilities were considered and discussed
but each seemed to present problems and have undesirable connotations. Under the circumstances, it would appear that a division is a far better solution. . . . All employees of the
law school library would be members of the law library division. Full-time professionals
would have teaching faculty status and be governed by the Faculty Handbook policies that
relate to teaching faculty. These individuals would be members of the law library division
and not of the law faculty unless the law faculty specifically offered them faculty status in
the law school . . . .113

On May 22, 1975, Travelstead responded that “[u]pon first examination of this
proposal, I’m inclined to think it makes good sense. I suggest, however, that we ask
one or two key faculty groups . . . and a few other persons to look at it before we
take action through the General Faculty.”114
¶37 However, on July 25, 1975, Travelstead returned a copy of the Law Library
Faculty Guidelines with the term “division” struck through everywhere it appeared
and a margin note that simply read “no ‘division’ per Travelstead.”115 Afterward,
UNMSOL made no further effort to have the law library formally designated a division, either through the vice president’s office or the general faculty, arguably
because their principal reason for doing so, to formalize who were and were not
111. Id. Disappointingly, Myron Fink, the head law librarian, was among the law faculty
members who questioned “the organizational wisdom of giving professorial rank to librarians.”
112. Letter from Ferrel Heady, President, UNM, to Frederick M. Hart, Dean & Professor of
Law (May 6, 1975) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records, Dean’s Correspondence).
113. Letter from Frederick M. Hart, Dean & Professor of Law, to Chester C. Travelstead,
Vice President for Acad. Affairs (Apr. 29, 1975) (including a handwritten response from Travelstead to
Hart dated May 22, 1975) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records, Law Library
Files).
114. Id.
115. UNM Law Library Faculty Guidelines (accepted as amended Apr. 7, 1975) (including
Travelstead’s edits) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records, Law Library Files).
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voting faculty at UNMSOL, was soon satisfactorily settled by an FPC pronouncement on the matter.
Voting Rights of the “Anomalous” Law Library Faculty
¶38 On October 8, 1975, the FPC took up the question of the law library faculty’s voting rights by acknowledging their “anomalous position” and asking
“where do they belong—with the General Library, General Faculty, Law, etc.?”116
Three weeks later, FPC Chairman James Thorson wrote to UNM academic deans:
The Faculty Policy Committee is currently undertaking a study of the thorny problem of
voting membership in the General Faculty. As a first step, the FPC has accepted the principle that a faculty member must have voting rights in his or her department or division
and school or college. The dual requirement would not apply to divisions, since they are
not in colleges, nor to undepartmentalized colleges and schools.117

¶39 On October 31, 1975, Hart commented on the FPC’s principle concerning

voting membership in the general faculty:

As you probably know, the law school finally followed the University in granting faculty
status to professional librarian[s]. In taking this step, we spent close to a year in trying to
determine exactly how this ought to be done. We concluded among other things that these
individuals would not have voting rights in the law faculty and indeed would not become
members of the law faculty. We also decided that they would not become attached to the
library faculty at Zimmerman [i.e., the General Libraries’ Faculty]. It also seemed undesirable to establish them as a separate “division” or as a separate “department.” As a result, in a
sense at least, they have no real home base comparable to individuals in other colleges and
schools. I do not mean to imply that they do not have any governmental rights or responsibilities within the law library but it is just a unique situation. I would hope that whatever
policy that you adopt will not disenfranchise these individuals. If it does, I would like to be
heard on the matter in some way.118

¶40 On November 12, 1975, the FPC met with the directors of all UNM librar-

ies as well as the vice president for academic affairs to discuss voting rights of the
law and health sciences librarians and concluded:
After reviewing the background and past faculty action, it was apparent that the original
[March 11, 1969,] action authorized faculty rank for all librarians. Law and Health Sciences
librarians may, when ready, assume faculty rank; however, they do not become members
of the Law School or Medical School faculties. In order to assure that voting rights in the
General Faculty are not denied because they do not have voting rights in their schools, the
criteria developed by the FPC will be amended as follows: “. . . must have departmental or
division or library voting rights and school or college voting rights in their own units.”119

116. FPC Summarized Minutes (Oct. 8, 1975) (on file with UNM, General Library, Ctr. for
Southwest Research, Univ. of N.M.: Faculty Senate Records, Box 7).
117. Letter from James Thorson, Chairman, FPC, to Acad. Deans, Dirs. of Divs., ROTC
Commanding Officers, Mr. Travelstead, Mr. Durrie (Oct. 27, 1975) (on file with UNM, General
Library, Ctr. for Southwest Research, Univ. of N.M.: Faculty Senate Records, Box 7).
118. Letter from Frederick M. Hart, Dean, UNM Law, to James L. Thorson, Chairman,
FPC (Oct. 31, 1975) (on file with UNM, General Library, Ctr. for Southwest Research, Univ. of N.M.:
Faculty Senate Records, Box 7).
119. FPC Summarized Minutes (Nov. 12, 1975) (on file with UNM, General Library, Ctr.
for Southwest Research, Univ. of N.M.: Faculty Senate Records, Box 7).
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¶41 On February 10, 1976, the FPC presented the following statement of principle to UNM general faculty for approval, “Members of the [University’s] Voting
Faculty must have voting rights in their College, School, degree-granting Division,
or Library, though such membership alone does not qualify a person for membership in the Voting Faculty.”120 After considerable discussion, the FPC’s proposal was
tabled and never taken up again. Nonetheless, the FPC’s conclusion that members
of the law library faculty held no voting rights within UNMSOL turned out to be a
completely satisfactory outcome for all parties within UNMSOL.
¶42 In fact, the law librarians who had fought for faculty status had never
wanted to be a part of UNMSOL law faculty. In 1976, Sandra Coleman, the lead
agitator for academic rank and autonomy, explained to a librarian at SUNY at Buffalo that they had sought to create “a separate law library faculty; being members of
the law faculty was never an issue. We also never wanted to be members of the
general library faculty; our autonomy is very important to us.”121
¶43 Decades later, however, the question of UNMSOL law librarians’ voting
rights reemerged, and the answer previously provided by the FPC no longer seemed
satisfactory to all the parties, particularly UNMSOL law librarians. So it was asked
again: Did the 1975 Guidelines, approved by UNMSOL law faculty and amended by
UNM vice president for academic affairs, somehow create a new faculty group
unattached to UNMSOL wherein the full-time professional librarians would have
teaching faculty status within UNM, but not possess voting rights within
UNMSOL?
¶44 For UNMSOL not to be the law library’s home base, UNM general faculty
would have had to approve the designation of the law library as a new school or
division (i.e., a separate, autonomous academic unit).122 University Libraries, for
example, had established itself as a separate college, designated its head librarian as
dean of that college, approved its own guidelines, and submitted its hiring, promotion, and tenure recommendations directly to the vice president for academic
affairs. To compare, the law library’s head librarian continued to hold appointment
on the law faculty, the Law Library Faculty Guidelines were approved by the law
faculty, and the law library’s primary function was “to serve the study, reference and
research needs of the law school faculty and student body.”123 In addition, when the
law library’s tenure-stream librarians went up for promotions or tenure, they were
reviewed by UNMSOL review committee, chaired by a member of the law faculty,
and the committee’s recommendation was made to the head law librarian, then to
the UNMSOL dean. UNMSOL clearly did not treat the law library as an unattached
academic unit, nor was it viewed as unattached by UNM administration who notified the UNMSOL dean when promotion and tenure decisions for law librarians
120. UNM, Faculty Meeting, Summarized Minutes (Feb. 10, 1976) (including Presentation
from FPC to University Faculty Relative to Voting Status) (on file with UNM, General Library, Ctr.
for Southwest Research, Univ. of N.M.: Faculty Senate Records, Box 3).
121. Letter from Sandra S. Coleman, Assistant Librarian for Public Services & Assistant
Professor of Law Librarianship, to Ellen M. Gibson, Reference Librarian, State Univ. of N.Y. (Apr. 15,
1976) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records, Law Library Files).
122. UNM Faculty Constit. art. I, § 2(a)(2) (1975, as amended through 2015), http://handbook
.unm.edu/policies/section-a/faculty/a51.html [https://perma.cc/FG2R-PS8W].
123. UNM Law Library Faculty Guidelines (accepted as amended Apr. 7, 1975—law faculty;
July 25,—Acad. Vice President) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records, Law
Library Files).
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were due, and counted law librarians as members of UNMSOL faculty when determining its representation on the UNM faculty senate.124
¶45 Instead, UNMSOL approval of the original 1975 Law Library Faculty
Guidelines had merely created a new tenure-stream faculty within its undepartmentalized school.125 Under the UNM Faculty Constitution, a school’s voting faculty consists of all full-time members of that school’s faculty holding professorial
rank or lectureship.126 By 2014, all of UNMSOL librarians were full-time employees
and possessed a professorial rank or a lectureship. Accordingly, UNMSOL librarians possessed voting rights within the law school. Armed with this constitutional
argument, UNMSOL librarians began to organize to fight for the right to participate in their school’s governance. Along the way, they also articulated merit- and
moral-based arguments to support their claim to voting rights in their school,
specifically, the sea change in their professional responsibilities since the formation
of the law library faculty and the school’s own rich history of democratic and inclusive governance.
University of New Mexico School of Law Librarians Win Equal Voting Rights
¶46 Despite UNMSOL’s practice of denying voting rights to key faculty groups

over the years, namely its librarians and legal writing instructors, relatively speaking governance at UNMSOL had always been fairly inclusive, even, some would
argue, radically democratic. For example, since the adoption of a formal voting
rights policy in 1972, UNMSOL voting faculty had always included classes of faculty who were not members of the university’s voting faculty. In addition, UNMSOL historically sought to govern informally by consensus rather than the ballot
box. Sharing this history with UNMSOL’s administration and law faculty proved
instrumental in persuading them to enact a new voting rights policy that formally
extended equal voting rights to its rank and file law librarians.
¶47 UNMSOL first adopted a voting rights policy on September 25, 1972.127
Under the policy, the voting faculty included full-time faculty members (permanent and visiting) who held the rank of instructor, assistant professor, associate
professor, or professor of law.128 Full-time permanent faculty were given voting
rights “upon all matters brought before the faculty,” regardless of whether they had
tenure, while visiting faculty were permitted to “vote on all matters except promotion, tenure, hiring, and other personnel matters.”129 Significantly, voting rights
were not provided to lecturers in law, which was unconstitutional given that
UNM’s 1971 Faculty Constitution expressly identified lecturers as being members
124. Letter from Anne J. Brown, Sec’y of the Univ., to Robert J. Desiderio, Dean, UNMSOL
(Mar. 15, 1984) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records, Law Library Files);
2014 List of UNMSOL’s Faculty from UNM’s Office of Faculty Affairs & Services (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records, Law Library Files).
125. UNMSOL also approved amendments to the Law Library Faculty Guidelines in 1981
(an action that would only be expected from a particular faculty’s home base).
126. UNM Faculty Constit. art. II, § 2, supra note 122.
127. UNM Law Faculty Meeting Minutes (Sept. 25, 1972) (including the approved Attendance and Voting Rights at Law School Faculty Meetings Policy) (on file with UNMSOL Library
Archives, Law School Records).
128. Id.
129. Id.
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of both the voting faculty of the university and UNMSOL.130 On the other hand, the
1972 voting rights policy extended voting privileges to faculty members who were
not members of the voting faculty of the university, namely all instructors and visitors.131 In approving the 1972 voting rights policy, UNMSOL provided those who
held professorial rank voting rights on appointment, promotion, and tenure decisions regardless of whether they had tenure, and exercised its authority under the
1971 Faculty Constitution to extend voting privileges beyond the minimum
required under the Faculty Constitution, decisions that represented a relatively
inclusive approach to shared governance. Later, UNMSOL further extended voting
privileges “upon all matters brought before the faculty” to student representatives,132
all assistant and associate deans,133 and emeritus faculty.134
¶48 During the fall of 2003, UNMSOL Dean Suellyn Scarnecchia attempted to
reverse course on UNMSOL’s long-standing practice of inclusiveness in shared
governance. Under Scarnecchia’s proposed voting rights policy, only the tenured
and tenure-stream law faculty would be eligible to vote at UNMSOL’s faculty meetings, while only the tenured law faculty would be eligible to vote on appointment,
promotion, and tenure decisions.135 Fortunately, for all the groups facing a renewed
denial of voting rights (e.g., librarians and writing instructors), reduced voting
rights (e.g., nontenured law faculty), or outright disenfranchisement (e.g., student
representatives and emeritus faculty), Scarnecchia’s voting rights proposal was
never approved.
¶49 A decade later, a reverse trend occurred in which UNMSOL Dean David
Herring extended voting privileges to groups traditionally excluded from voting at
UNMSOL faculty meetings, namely librarians and legal writing instructors. Herring’s informal extension of voting privileges upset members of the law faculty who
began to complain about the danger of vote dilution and to advocate for a voting
rights policy that would formally limit or exclude certain faculty members from
voting on key governance issues brought before UNMSOL faculty.
¶50 Consequently, in the fall of 2015, UNMSOL Deans Sergio Pareja and Alfred
Mathewson formed an Ad Hoc Voting Rights Committee to examine the history of
voting rights at UNMSOL,136 UNM’s Faculty Constitution, American Bar Association and Association of American Law Schools’ accreditation standards, and the
voting rights policies of other UNM colleges and schools. In addition, the committee consulted with the UNM Provost Office, UNM Committee on Governance, and
UNMSOL Library Committee. At the center of the ad hoc committee’s deliberations was the issue of voting rights for rank and file law librarians.
130. UNM Faculty Constit. art. II, § 2 (as amended 1971) (on file with UNM, General
Library, Ctr. for Southwest Research, Univ. of N.M.: Faculty Senate Records, Box 3).
131. UNM Law Faculty Meeting Minutes, supra note 127.
132. UNM Law Faculty Meeting Minutes (Nov. 20, 1972) (on file with UNMSOL Library
Archives, Law School Records).
133. Attendance and Voting Rights Policy at Faculty Meetings (amended October 4, 1976)
(on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records).
134. UNM Law Faculty Meeting Minutes (May 5, 1986) (on file with UNMSOL Library
Archives, Law School Records,).
135. UNM Law Faculty Meeting Minutes (Sept. 16, 2003) (including a proposed voting
rights policy dated Aug. 22, 2003) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law School Records).
136. Many faculty members presumably were not even aware that UNMSOL had a written
voting rights policy until the ad hoc committee began its work.
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¶51 Threatening to derail the deliberations on this issue, however, was an unre-

solved question concerning whether UNMSOL was a departmentalized or undepartmentalized school. In other words, though the law library had never formally
been established as a department of UNMSOL, had it become a de facto department of UNMSOL? There was some evidence to suggest that the law library was
seen as a de facto department by UNMSOL, the law library, and UNM administration. First, law library budget requests consistently qualified the law library as a
department of UNMSOL.137 Second, employment contracts and promotion and
tenure recommendations regularly identified the law library as a department of the
law school and the head law librarian as the departmental chair, respectively.
Finally, since at least 2007, the law library had conducted its own hiring, promotion, and tenure reviews and made its recommendations to the UNMSOL dean,
without formal involvement from UNMSOL law faculty.
¶52 If the law library had become a de facto department of UNMSOL, should
the law librarians’ voting rights continue to be limited solely to governance issues
within the law library? The law librarians argued that whether or not the law
library was a de facto department of UNMSOL should not preclude the librarians
from voting on issues of school-wide significance (e.g., curriculum, assessment and
teaching, building and safety, and student awards) given the extent to which the
responsibilities of law librarians had changed since the formation of the law library
faculty in 1975. For example, most UNMSOL librarians now taught required
courses and provided bibliographic instruction across the curriculum, produced
scholarly works for professional conferences and publication, and regularly served
on law school committees. On the other hand, under a departmentalized school
model, appointment, promotion, and tenure matters would primarily be handled
at the departmental level rather than at the school level.
¶53 Ultimately, though, UNMSOL administration opted to proceed as an undepartmentalized, “unified faculty,” and on January 17, 2017, the law faculty voted
overwhelmingly in favor of adopting a new voting rights policy that provided equal
voting rights to its law librarians.138 Under the new voting rights policy, tenured and
tenure-stream law librarians now have voting rights on all matters brought before the
faculty including appointment, tenure, and promotion decisions.139 In addition, lecturers in law librarianship gained voting rights on all matters brought before the
faculty with the exception of appointment, tenure, and promotion decisions.140
Conclusion
¶54 This case study of UNMSOL librarians illustrates a number of challenges
law librarians have confronted as they have sought to obtain rights and privileges
within their institutions that their academic credentials and professional responsibilities warrant. Poldervaart’s experience reveals that even nationally prominent,
dual-degreed librarians who teach legal research and substantive law courses, have
respectable publication records, serve on law school committees, and hold appoint137. UNM Budget Requests (1975–1994) (on file with UNMSOL Library Archives, Law
School Records, Law Library Files).
138. UNMSOL Voting Rights Policy (adopted Jan. 17, 2017) (on file with UNMSOL
Library Archives, Law School Records).
139. Id.
140. Id.
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ments on the law faculty often still struggle to be seen by their academic peers as
anything more than a second-class member of the law faculty.
¶55 This case study also reveals two significant professional gains accomplished
by UNMSOL law librarians. First, UNMSOL law librarians may have been the first
academic law librarians to advocate and accomplish the formation of a separate law
library faculty as a means for professional law librarians to acquire academic rank
and preserve their professional autonomy. UNMSOL law librarians began advocating for the formation of a separate law library faculty as early as the fall of 1971.141
A 1973 survey of law library autonomy and law librarian faculty status made no
mention of professional librarians achieving faculty status through their law libraries.142 Then, in 1975, UNMSOL law librarians succeeded in forming a separate law
library faculty.143 Three years later, law librarians at thirteen schools held faculty
appointments on separate law library faculty.144 By 2009, the majority of law librarians with faculty status held appointments to separate law library faculty rather
than general library faculty.145
¶56 In addition, UNMSOL law librarians became one of only a handful of other
academic law librarian groups in the country to acquire equal voting rights at their
law school.146 They did so through a combination of merit-, moral-, and rule-based
arguments. Charlotte Schneider has summarized the merit- and moral-based arguments.147 She argues that it is only fair that librarians who teach, produce scholarship, serve on law school committees, and support the teaching mission and
research interests of their law school community through research support, reference services, and collection development “deserve an equal voice with respect to
law school governance.”148 UNMSOL librarians have contributed to this “movement of greater librarian inclusion and participation” in the shared governance of
law schools by encouraging law librarians fighting for voting rights to consult university policies that have the potential to inform or even decide the question concerning whether law librarians should have equal voting rights at their law school.149
The UNM Faculty Constitution bestows full-time law librarians holding professorial rank inalienable voting rights within UNMSOL.150 UNMSOL librarians won
equal voting rights at their school through persuasion rather than coercion, but it
was reassuring to know that university policy could be relied on if UNMSOL
administration or law faculty failed to do the right thing.
141. Memorandum on the Status of Qualified Professional Librarians in the U.N.M. Sch. of
Law Library, supra note 84.
142. See Bailey & Dee, supra note 9, at 21 (noting that nondirector librarians who had
achieved faculty status did so primarily through their general libraries).
143. UNM Law Library Faculty Guidelines, supra note 115.
144. James F. Bailey III & Oscar M. Trelles II, Autonomy, Librarian Status, and Librarian
Tenure in Law School Libraries: The State of the Art, 1978, 71 Law Libr. J. 425, 455–56 (1978).
145. Carol A. Parker, The Need for Faculty Status and Uniform Tenure Requirements for Law
Librarians, 103 Law Libr. J. 7, 18, 2011 Law Libr. J. 1, ¶ 29.
146. Susan P. Liemer, Who Votes at Law School Faculty Meetings in the United
States?, at 14 (2006), www.equaljusticeworks.org/sites/default/files/FacultyMeetingVotes.pdf [https://
perma.cc/B86A-YW8T].
147. Charlotte D. Schneider, Inclusion and Participation: Law Librarians at Law Faculty
Meetings, 107 Law Libr. J. 113, 2015 Law Libr. J. 4.
148. Id. at 114, ¶ 2.
149. Id. at 115, ¶ 4.
150. UNM Faculty Constit., supra note 122, art. II, § 2.
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